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Summary: Its been 6 months since Officer Judy Hopps and Con-artist
Nick Wilde formed the most unlikely pairing in order to solve the now
infamous Night Howler. Chief Bogo has now assigned Judy to a new
case, one that requires her to keep it a secret from everyone even
Nick. But when Nick makes his own discovery some old habits of his
begin to resurface. Habits he long since thought dead.

    1. Chapter 1

Chapter 1: The Undercover Hare

Zootopia, the place where anyone can be anything! Or at least that is
what it said on the postcard on her fridge. Judy Hopps, the police
officer extraordinaire who solved the Night Howler case within her
first week of duty. Judy is now seen as a hero all across Zootopia,
to predator and prey alike, but to Judy she just calls that
Tuesday.

_BEEPâ€¦ BEEPâ€¦ BEEPâ€¦ Thunk_

The room was dark only illuminated by the red flashing numbers that
read 6:00am. With a big stretch and a loud yawn it was time for Judy
Hopps to begin another day at the ZPD. With unrivaled optimism Judy
hopped from bed and went about her morning routine. She grabbed her
favorite bottle of carrot-scented body wash and was in the shower
with the blink of an eye. She hummed Gazelle (The best singer around
obviously) and made extra sure to clean behind her ears. After drying
from her shower she donned her ZPD uniform and grabbed two Catkins
brand advantage bars as she head out the door.

"The sun is shining and the birds are tweeting, another beautiful day
in Zootopia!" Judy exclaimed beginning her walk to ZPD headquarters.
The walk was long enough where she begun daydreaming and the first
thing to pop into her mind was Nick Wilde, her partner and best
friend. She thought about what crazy adventure they would go on



today, he just better not be late this time!

* * *

><p>Nicolas P. Wilde, con-man turned police officer, his life changed
the moment that Judy Hopps hopped her way into it. Now by changed he
just means he began to see life in a more positive way and Zootopia
wasn't has much as a dystopia that he originally thought.
Unfortunately though, just because he as a much more positive
attitude it doesn't mean that his living conditions would instantly
get better as well.<p>

"Yoâ€¦ Nick"

The voice dark, raspy, and could strike fear into the heart of any
animal

"YO WILDE!"

Nick knew who it was, but that didn't mean he had to wake up.

"YO CARROT BREATH WAKE UP!" Nick felt an unknown force smack him and
with the least amount of energy possible opened his eyes to a very
unhappy Finnick.

"Morning Darling, What? No kiss to break my sleeping spell?" Nick
said with a coy smile sneaking across his face.

"Don't think I was kidding when I said I'd bite your face off. I got
fucking pawpsicles to sell, by myself might I add, and you being a
lazy bum is costing me bucks." Finnick was already dressed as though
he was a small kit. Once Nick joined the force Finnick had to rethink
on how he would get a steady supply of jumbo pops and pretending to
be a lost kid was the easiest thing to think of. "Oh, and Wilde yer
ceiling is leaking again moron, I'll be in the van, If you ain't
there in ten minutes I'm leaving yer ass behind and you'll be late to
being a pig."

"But of course my size challenged friend, I'll be done faster than a
weasel stealing moldy onions from the grocery store." Nick chimed now
out of bed heading towards his makeshift wardrobe.

_Dripâ€¦ Dripâ€¦ Dripâ€¦ Drip_

The warehouse was dark and hadn't seen electricity since it was still
Wild Times. Good thing Nick and Finnick were foxes and finding their
way around in the dark was the least of their worries. But since it
had rained the night before the ceiling was leaking and what do ya
know it dripped right on his police uniform.

_Greeeaaatt now Carrots is gonna be on my case about smelling like
rainwater. _Nick hadn't told Judy about his less than stellar living
conditions and knowing Judy would find where his mother lived and
then he would be getting non-stop phone calls begging him to come
home. It's not like Nick never saw his mother, but he didn't have
enough money to be taking care of both him and his mother and without
question chose to care for his mother above all else. What did you
think he made $200 a day 365 days a year and still choose to live in
a warehouse? Nick slipped on his now wet uniform and lightly jogged
towards Finnick's van. He hopped in wearing a huge smile because he



was ready for another adventure with Judy.

"What did you do, shower in rainwater?" Finnick said pinching his
nose trying not to inhale too much of Nick's scent.

"I'm surprised you think that I showered at all, I was just gonna do
it when I got to the station, lookie I even bought the limited
edition Derek Cheetah Shampoo." Nick said as he threw on his absolute
favorite pair of shades.

"How have you made it this far" murmured Finnick as he began to drive
towards the heart of Zootopia.

* * *

><p>Judy was impatiently thumping her foot outside of ZPD
headquarters feeling her patience wearing thin.<p>

"That gosh darn lazy fox is going to be late again!"

"Um actually Carrots you're just always really early, Chief Bogo
doesn't begin handing out assignments for another half an hour." Judy
was startled as Nick laid a paw on her seemingly popping in out of
nowhere.

"Dumb fox if I get here early that means we get any of emergency
cases called in and efficiently avoid any chances of being put on
parking duty." Judy shivered at just mentioning parking duty that had
been the worst first day ever. "Anyway, Nick do you smell
rainwater?"

"Silly bunny it obviously rained last night of course it's gonna
smell like rainwat-"

"It's you isn't it Nick." Nick's eyes went wide, how had she figured
it out so quickly she must be supernatural. A descendant of Sherlock
Bones perhaps. Nick chuckled at the thought forgetting the situation
at hand. "Oh jeez Nick your uniform is drenched and it reeks worse
than that time we went to Anteater farm and you fell in the-"

"HEY! You promised not to mention that anymore. Chief Bogo wouldn't
let me inside HQ the rest of the day."

"Haha, sorry Nick, but seriously let's get inside so you can get
cleaned up before the meeting so Officer Fangmire doesn't pass
out."

"D'oh It's just rainwater I don't smell that bad" Nick took a sniff
of his uniform and his face scrunched up like he had taken a huge
bite of a lemon. Judy began laughing hysterically as Nick calmly
regained. Nick clapped his hands together "So about that shower, best
if we go now." With that Nick and Judy entered the big double doors
leading into HQ. Judy thought it would be fair to tease Nick one last
time before he showered.

"Man I can't wait to see the Chief's face when he gets a wiff of
â€“"

"HOOOOOOPPPPSSS MY OFFICE NOW!" That was Chief Bogo's voice and he
sounded angrier than he has been in a very long time. Judy's ears



dropped and her face became that of a little bunny who just dropped
her carrot cone.

"Haha I can't wait either, but I'll settle for this one right in
front of me for now." Nick said holding back most of his laughter.
Judy coming to her senses kicked Nick right in the shin and his voice
became a combination of both laughter and pain.

"Woooooowww hunny bun I think that's a new record for how fast
someone has gotten the chief mad in a day." Judy spun around and saw
Clawhauser setting up at his desk munching on a vanilla frosted
donut.

"Hi Ben, any idea what this is about? I don't remember doing anything
that would get the chief this mad" Judy was starting to get
worried.

"Sorry Judy, All I've heard is that it was classified so it must be
baaaaaaad." Clawhauser was starting to bite his claws; he was not
good under pressure. Judy was way past worried and instead now was
terrified. Then she felt a warm paw land on her head. She looked up
and it was Nick giving her one of his goofy "you're gonna be alright"
smiles.

"C'mon Judy get a grip, there is no way you're in that much trouble.
You're the number one officer in Precinct 1, the ol' Chief is
probably jealous of you getting another award." Judy hadn't thought
of it like that. Judy was constantly receiving awards after the Night
Howler case and Chief Bogo had to present them all to her it could be
considered annoying after a few months.

"Hey maybe you are right Nick, look at you with the moral support I
remember when you told me I was gonna be a pathetic meter maid when
we first met." Nick frowned he wasn't one for dwelling on the past,
but he quickly changed it to a cocky smirk.

"Yea yea yea whatever you say Carrots, now get up there before Chief
Bogo actually gets mad." With that Judy scurried off towards the
chief's office getting the good luck thumbs up from both Nick and
Clawhauser.

"Oh, before I forget Nick my uh main homie." Nick questionally turns
around to see Clawhauser tightly pinching his nose. "You really,
really-"

"Stink yes I've been told"

"But I mean WOW it's so bad, like-"

"THANK YOU BEN!" Nick interrupted as he decide to start a mad dash
for the showers.

* * *

><p><em>Knock Knock Knock <em>

"Come in" came Chief Bogo's commanding voice. As if it was an order
Judy quickly shuffled in, closed the door and saluted the chief. "Ah
Officer Hopps I'm glad you could finally join me." Bogo was extremely
calm and it was very off putting to Judy.



"Um, sir you aren't mad at me?" Judy questioned

"That was just for show Officer Hopps, or should I say Love the cat
burglar." Judy had a very confused look and reasonably so.

"Who is Love the cat burglar?"

"HAHA you are Officer Hopps you're going
undercover."

"what?"

"Don't fret it's only for about 5-6 months"  
>"WHAT!?"<p>

**A/N: Welp this has been the first chapter of my new story I super
loved zootopia and just got to writing this story go figure. I
appreciate any and all feedback. Just a quick thing there will be
some OCs in this story, but the focus is on Nick and Judy so they are
just supporting characters mostly. I might make this NickxJudy
eventually if I can get it to fit the theme. There will be some
questionable scenes later on which is why this is getting a M rating
better safe than sorry hope you all enjoyed and hit me up with any
suggestions that I can think about thanks! **

**(Will Be updated every Wednesday or Saturday Hopefully)**

    2. Chapter 2

Chapter 2: A Hopps, Skip, and Jump

"Sir! U-u-u-undercover? Me?, but I- I mean- its just-â€¦ whyyyy" Judy
pouted. Judy was starting to wonder whether it would have been better
if the chief was just mad at her. While she saw it as necessary;
going undercover was against all of her morals as a ZPD officer. They
even had a specific division of the ZPD that dealt with any and all
undercover missions that were requested by the government so why her
and why now. Judy was starting to get lost between the never-ending
loops of questions that were rattling off in her brain. Thankfully,
Chief Bogo finally answered her original question.

"Well officer Hopps, it's simple really; this operation isn't
sanctified by the ZPD or the government." Bogo's face let on that he
was being dead serious and Judy truly wasn't prepared for that
answer. She began to sweat, but putting on her game face was ready to
hear the chief out to the last word.

"What do you mean by that sir, all undercover operations must be
approved for the safety of the officer and those involved." Bogo's
face darkened Judy was the best cop on the force, of course she would
ask all the right questions.

"Officer Hopps allow me to ask you an important question." Judy
nodded her head signaling for Bogo to continue. "Do you think that an
ideal disappears with the person who started it?" Judy was perplexed,
where did this question come from and why did it pertain to this
current situation. Nevertheless she had her answer ready it wasn't
hard when she really thought about it.



"Umâ€¦well sir if the riots in the Canal district taught me anything
it was that if enough animals believe in something those ideas will
never die." Bogo made a snort that sounded like the result of many
sleepless nights.

"Exactly, Hopps and so while we consider a case closed; we never
consider it dead." Judy was now enthralled, what exactly was the
chief getting at here. "Well, it would seem that Bellweather's ideals
were not her's alone. I've gotten reports recently from multiple
officers of savage predators being found spread throughout every
district of Zootopia." Judy's mind flashed with scenes from those
very first days at the ZPD. The pressure and tension of the whole
investigation was enough for a normal officer to quit on the spot,
but not Judy Hopps. "I can tell by your face that you already know
that I'm referring to potential terrorists attack using the Night
Howler flower and you would be right, but unfortunately it would seem
that this is just the tip of the iceberg this time around." Judy
couldn't believe that the situation could be any worse than savage
animals running around out in the openâ€¦ wait

"Sir why haven't I seen any of this in the news? More animals could
be in danger why withhold information?"

"Because Hopps, we believe that Bellweather has a benefactor still
deep within the very core of our government so I've kept this cases
between me and the officers that captured the savage animals. Now
please keep your questions till the end knowing Wilde he could bust
in here any second making some snarky comments and he can't be
involved in this operation." Judy was offended not only by Bogo's
enemy, but how she was supposed to keep this a secret from her
closest friend. Judy told herself she would let Bogo finish, but she
will have her questions answered especially regarding all the
secrecy. "Ready, good, so after delivering the antidote to the
savages we had one of our doctors here at the ZPD convince the
patients that they suffered from waking nightmare disease and that
they were to explain their dreams in full detail." Judy couldn't
contain her disappointment at this statement.

"Sir we lied to several patients at the doctor's office! On what
grounds!"

"On the grounds that if they talk about what occurred to them
everyone in Zootopia would find out and the riots would occur all
over again! More lives will be lost and the problem will be no closer
to being solved" Chief Bogo hadn't raised his voice like that in a
very long time. After the riots the Chief never truly recovered from
the shock of losing an officer. Now, the safety of the people and his
officers override his own well-being which was evident from his
change in posture and less forgiving attitude. Judy fell quiet and
look at the clock. She had only been in there for 10 minutes, but it
truly felt like an eternity. "As I was saying after we questioned the
patients we came to a shocking revelation. Each victim remembers two
things, being injected with a blue serum on a lab table and having
their species called out followed by a number. We believe the second
part refers to an underground gang that calls itself the Paws of the
Suns. This gang has several members on the ZPD's most wanted list for
the heinous crime of animal trafficking." Judy's mouth flew agape,
quickly being covered by her soft, dainty paws. Tears started forming
in her eyes. The stealing of young animals, usually in their teens



â€“ mid thirties, and then the selling of those animals like at an
auction house. "Based on the description given to us by one of the
victims one of the buyers fit the exact same description of former
Mayor Bellweather's assistant, the rabbit Skippy W. Celeriac.
Celeriac is still the assistant to the current Mayor of our city, but
we have no idea how much of a hold Celeriac truly has within the
government. So finally we come to where you fit into this whole
situation." Judy had just absorbed so much information that she felt
like her head was ready to burst. She had come this far no turning
back now this was bigger than just her personal morals and she was
ready to protect Zootopia once more.

"Sir! While I may not agree with the methods the ZPD has employed I
do understand the reason for secrecy and will whole heartedly accept
this mission for the sake of Zootopia." Chief Bogo after delivering
so much detrimental news finally was able to crack a small smile at
the bravery of his number 1 officer. Chief Bogo slammed two items on
his desk. After quick inspection it was a fake injury makeup tutorial
kit andâ€¦ Oh no. "Um fur dye sir?" Chief Bogo looked puzzled at her
question.

"Hopps you're the most well-known rabbit in all of Zootopia you're
going to be changing your entire look in order make this a complete
success. Your fur will be dyed brown and with a few fake scars here
and there to make you Jessica Jumper aka Love." This was all so
surreal for Judy, being given a new identity that she would have to
live by until the case is completed. And if her parents ever found
out about her dying her fur she would be picking blueberries for the
rest of eternity. "Officer Hopps your official objectives for this
case are as follows; find out who is recreating the night-howler
serum, infiltrate the Paws of the Sun to identify their leader, and
finally to provide evidence towards the corruption of the government
and how deep it goes."

"Sir Yes Sir" Judy saluted with no hesitation to ensure the chief she
was in fact ready to undertake this dangerous job. The only thing
left now was for Bogo to finally answer her questions. "So sir I have
three questions to ask of you as of this moment." Bogo nodded
signaling he was ready. "First why chose me for this job, surely
there are other officers who could pull of this operation with less
effort."

"You were chosen for the sole fact that you are ZPD's number 1
officer. So with you randomly off the streets for a time our enemies
will be more likely to make stupid choices and search for help in
order to pull off bigger one time jobs. Your status here in Zootopia
is not only a weakness in this case, but also a huge asset." Judy
hadn't thought about that, the chief rarely bragged about it, but his
decision making and ability to assess a situation was why he was the
Chief Officer of the entirety of the ZPD.

"Next, since this isn't a sanctioned infiltration what does that mean
for my resources while investigating?" Bogo made a face of
disappointment and helplessness. Judy knew the answer, but she had
hoped he would shatter the thought instead he reinforced it.

"The second you check out of work today, you will be on your own and
unable to access any ZPD resources. You may still text and talk from
your phone, but make sure you delete any and all messages that aren't
involved with the mission since they can blow your cover. I also



demand for the duration of the mission you uninstall FurTime from
your phone." Judy knew her parents weren't going to like that. They
called 4 times a week from FurTime and to suddenly have to stop for
the better of six months would not sit well with them at all. Judy
proceeded with her final question.

"Why is Nick being left out of this operation, he is my partner and
knows Zootopia's underground we better than I do." At this Bogo wiped
the sweat from his brow and put on a very stern face. Judy was
confused, Nick was a great officer, sure he was friends with a
con-artist, but Chief Bogo didn't know that.

"Originally Officer Wilde was going to be my first choice for this
mission, but I was advised against it by the psychiatrist here at ZPD
HQ." Judy's face contorted into one of confusion. "Since it is
against the law for the doctor to tell me why exactly he is against
this decision he did tell me that Nick didn't pass the psych
evaluation required for an undercover mission." Judy was dumbstruck
at first, but then realized how unstable Nick truly was since he only
recently learned that it was okay for some of one's emotions to show.
He had an amazing poker face and could bear the pain of getting
muzzled and beaten all with a smile on his face and spring to his
step. How has in not burst from all this pain was beyond her
comprehension, but after he joined the ZPD he had been getting
noticeably better and finally began showing genuine happiness again.
Chief Bogo did a slight coughed in order to regain Judy's attention.
"Our last piece of business Hopps is to go over your cover story so
that no one is worrying about where you magically disappeared to."
Judy was attentive and took out her notepad and favorite carrot pen.
Basically Judy was being transferred to the Police Academy found in
Zootropolis a neighboring city in order to train a bunch of rookie
police officers. Judy was ready a new case file has been opened and
it was time for her to once again protect Zootopia. With a firm
salute and a hardy goodbye Judy walked out of Bogo's office for the
last time for at least 6 months.

* * *

><p>Judy spotted a freshly showered Nick, and with her superior sense
of smell caught a whiff of his shampoo, it was obviously the brand of
some Furball player it, hopefully Mice Harper her favorite! He was
chatting it up with Clawhauser and a rookie whom Judy had become
close with named Trout. Trout was a Caracal (<strong>kind of large
cat) <strong>and with Judy being the outgoing bunny that she prided
on being quickly made friends with one of the only other females on
the force. As she approached she found herself listening into one of
Nick's I'm bored as fuck jokes as she so lovingly named them cause
she had to listen to them every day.

"Okay so Clawhauser why was the rubber band pistol confiscated from
algebra class?" Nick said a coy smile appearing on his face.

"Uh I don't know Nick why was it?" Clawhauser looked like he was
actually trying to figure out the answer.

"Because it was a weapon of math disruption!" Nick gave a quick howl
of laughter, while Trout gave a slight chuckle. On the other hand
Clawhauser was rolling on the floor with laughter. The three all
noticed Judy at the same time as she casually strolled
over.



"Clawhauser please tell me Officer Wilde's terrible jokes have you on
the floor because of the sheer pain they cause." Nick placed a paw on
his heart and like an actor in a play fell to the ground

"Oh officer your adorable glare has seen through my clever ruse of
causing pain through jokes, whatever shall I do."

"Don't worry Nick I'm pretty sure they can't throw you in jail for
telling terrible joke" Trout said now struggling to hold back her
laughter.

"I'm sure I can figure out something." Judy proudly said pretending
to be flipping through a rulebook.

"Oh Pah-lease! You know I tell the best jokes in the entire force!"
Nick said now standing with his arms crossed wearing his signature
smile. Judy smiled back at him.

"Do I know that? Yes, Yes I do." Judy gave Nick a huge hug, she was
going to miss these moments and eventually she would have to abandon
her partner for a long time in order to protect him along with
everyone else on her own this time.

"Um Carrots, this hug as gone on long enough dontcha think, I'm
pretty sure I can actually feel Clawhauser's Tweeter exploding with
pictures and gossip." Judy instantly turned to Clawhauser and began
blushing maddeningly. She was just so emotional Nick was right about
that believe it or not.

"Let's just go to the bullpen!" Judy stated with full authority as
she started walking with the embarrassment from the events that just
transpired. Trout casually followed behind. Nick wasn't stupid, but
he also didn't know what was going on. Judy's attitude seemed normal,
but something had to have happened in Bogo's office. Seeing Judy
already so far away made his stomach feel like butterflies were
trapped inside. He felt like this was his last day with
Carrots.

**(A/n: Hi everybody nothing too special to say at the end of this
chapter. Just want to thank you again for reading and I'm sure some
of you can see where this story is going already. Please Review,
Follow and Favorite if you are enjoying this story it truly means a
lot to me. I'd also love to read and review your guys' fanfics as
well so as always stay classy! side note: If you like editing or just
are a grammar Nazi I could really use someone to double check my work
I am absolutely terrible with grammar and I know most of you out
there are much better than I. Message me X3)**

    3. Chapter 3

**Chapter 3: This is Hardly a Goodbye**

The city saw major improvements after the Night howler case. A severe
reduction in criminal activity, the divide in the populace caused by
racism had become nearly non-existent and the city truly became a
place where anyone could be anything. All of this was made possible
by the constant protection by the ZPD and its small army of talented
officers who saw any case through to the end. The city, as a show of



gratitude and affection, renovated Precinct 1 and along with those
renovations came a bullpen even larger in size. While the old bullpen
was around the size of your average sized class room this new bullpen
came equipped with state of the art technology and was the size was
that of a small college lecture hall which comfortably seated at
least 100 animals. Every time Judy walked into this room she would
sigh with pride at all the ZPD had managed to accomplish and this
room was a testament to how much the city appreciated their work.
Today though her mind was to full of questions to even consider
taking a moment to observe the room. Nick on the other
handâ€¦

"Wowie every time I see it all I can think is what a dashing rogue."
Nick said with a tone of praise. Judy turned around to see what he
was talking about and she was already about to step on his tail. In a
gold frame on a wall right by the door they walked in was a picture
of Nick in is shiny uniform, brand new at the time with the words
September written beneath. "What? Speechless Carrots? That's okay I
would be to if I had to look at such a beautiful picture everyday
too." Nick said with his signature smirk. Nick had been the employee
of the month in September solving a case that ZPD had long given up
on by using his knowledge as a criminal and his way around the
criminal underground. Judy wouldn't give him the satisfaction
though.

"Of course not Nick, I'm speechless at the fact that you took a
picture with a piece of spinach in your mouth." Judy smiled.

"What?! I did not that picture is a beauty!" Nick turned around in
order to tell off the bunny, but when he did she was no longer there.
"Huh? Where did you go?" Nick was looking left and right, but Judy
was nowhere to be found.

"I'm behind you dumb fox." Nick whirled around to see Judy giggling
with a green sharpie coloring in one of Nick's pearly white.

"Ash! You rotten rabbit!" Nick snatched the picture out of Judy's
grasps and began furiously cleaning it with his tail hoping it wasn't
too late. Judy unable to control her laughter broke down and was
reminded how good it feels to not have a care in the world.

"Oh, come on Nick you love the color green" Judy said in between
laughs. Nick satisfied with the condition of picture hung it back up
before turning to Judy.

"Yea, but not for the color of my teeth Carrots, besides apparently
having food stuck in their teeth seems to be more your thing." Nick
said as he casually pointed out a piece of bright orange in between
Judy's teeth. Judy gasped and quickly closed her mouth. How long had
that been there? It must have been from the carrot she ate on the way
to work. That means everyone she talked to today must've seen it. Her
face was starting to turn as red as a tomato. Nick then kneeled over
and with a coy smile said "Aw did somebody fowget to bwush their
teeth this mowning?" Judy was hot with embarrassment and
anger.

"Nick I oughta â€“"but before she could finish her sentence a loud
banging had encompassed the room. All the animals were banging on
their desks in unison. That could only mean one thing and that was
that Chief Bogo had finally entered the room. Nick and Judy decided



it was time to drop the shenanigans and take a seat in the area that
had seat suitable for the smaller mammals on the force. Chief Bogo
had already taken his spot at the podium, but the banging had not
ceased in the slightest. Then with just a tap of his microphone and a
grumble in his voice he had quieted down an entire hall filled with
around 80 animals.

"Alright I only have 2 items on the docket for today so you had
better listen carefully maggots." All the animals were now completely
silent and attentively awaiting for the news that their Chief had to
tell them. "First things first, I'd rather start with the bad news
then move from there. One of our officer is being temporarily
transferred to New Bork City in order to help train the new Police
division they have stationed there." Judy's eyes went wide as can be,
he was gonna tell the whole department here!? Now!? Judy hadn't even
gotten the chance to tell Nick yet he is going to be heartbroken.
Judy's memories went back to a time when Nick had first joined the
force and her and Clawhauser thought it would've been funny to play a
prank on Nick to make him believe that Judy was quitting the ZPD.
Instead of Nick getting mad he cried a lot saying that she couldn't
leave him just like that and gave her the most loving hug she had
ever been given. When she told him it was only a prank he lashed out
and screamed at her about how goodbyes should never be seen as a
joke. He hadn't talked to for a week after that at the time she had
wondered if he would ever speak to her again. "Officer Hopps could
you please come down here and address the department." The room
gasped and practically every animal was murmuring to their neighbor
about what was just said. Judy nodded and rose from her seat and
begun her walk down to the podium. She couldn't look at Nick, not yet
anyway, it was taking all she had to not breakdown and cry right at
this moment and seeing Nick's face would instantly nullify all of
this. He was the only one who could do these things to her and for
the life of her she didn't have the answer as to why, but that wasn't
important now she had a job to do. Judy positioned herself and
cleared her throat.

"What Chief Bogo has just said is true, effective tomorrow I will be
away for the next 5-6 months give or take on a mission to assist in
the training of the police in New Bork City. Compared to Zootopia
they have an increased crime rate and have been dealing with a
strange new species known who refer to themselves as Reptiles. Little
is known about them, but we are hoping to become friends with them.
They believed I was the one for the job because of the effect I had
on discrimination here in Zootopia so they are hoping I can cause the
same affect there as well. Thank you for listening and I will miss
each one of you greatly. I already can't wait to work with you all
again please keep the city safe in my absence." Usually after big
events in her life Judy would feel as though a weight had been lifted
off her shoulders, but instead it felt as though someone dropped a
super extra-large jumbo pop on her back and it was slowly crushing
her. As she began her walk back to her seat she could hear the
sniffling of many animals as she passed by them. She was seen as an
idol to many of these people and to see her pulled away from them
must've been heartbreaking. But these were all child's play compared
to the expression that was on Nick's face as she returned to the seat
next to him. It was something she wasn't expecting in the slightest.
It was a blank smile with a single tear dripping down his face. It
wasn't coy, it wasn't happy, it was just blank and for some reason
the sight of it terrified her. She didn't say anything, she couldn't
say anything for once she had no idea what Nick was thinking. Then as



if he read her mind Nick murmured in a broken voice

"Soâ€¦ I guess this isn't a joke this time huh?" Judy couldn't keep
her composure and was about to burst, but luckily Chief Bogo took
control once more.

"Yes, yes it is very sad, but the loss of one officer won't halt the
problems of this city b as officers you have a duty to fill in the
gap that will be left by Officer Hopps. On to the second item on my
lists starting tomorrow we will be performing a partner rotation as
to partner up more experienced officers with our newer recruits to
increase the overall ability of our department. That is all for now.
All of you with a squad car report to them, I'll have Clawhauser send
out your orders via radio. Now for our newest pair of officers Trout
Finch and Rookie De Marini you two are on parking dutyâ€¦ again." A
raccoon very quickly rose from his seat in protest, but the caracal
had put a hand on his shoulder shaking her head causing the raccoon
to instead return to sitting. "Alright maggots, dismissed get going."
With Chief Bogo's dismissal all the animals made their way to their
squad cars all except Judy and Nick, they stayed behind and were the
only two left in the bullpen at this point. They sat in silence, Nick
had dropped his smile and his expression seemed more normal looking
now to Judy. Judy was not looking forward to the rest of this day
cooped up in the squad car while both her and Nick were depressed,
but neither the less they had a job to do.

* * *

><p>It was already 6 in the afternoon, the sun was setting on another
dull day and Judy hadn't tried to explain herself at all. Nick was
not going to be the first one to break the silence he felt so
betrayed at that very moment he almost lost it in front of everyone.
Losing Judy was second only to losing Finnick or his Mother, but what
would have happened if he snapped. It has been so long
sinceâ€¦<p>

"I'm really sorry Nick!" Judy's eyes were full of tears. Nick was
broken from his trance to see the bunny's crying face. Tears were
falling onto her uniform. Nick hated seeing Judy cry, she was
basically his little sister that he never got the chance to have.
That also means that no matter how much it hurt to see her go he had
to support her and be happy for her. Nick would not make her regret
trying to make the world a better place like she had Zootopia.

"Hey there Carrots don't be upset I'm not mad or anything just
shocked that my dumb bunny is moving on from Zootopia in order to
save the world." He choked back some tears, never let them see they
get to you, words he lived by for many years and he wasn't about stop
now. Even though he thought this to himself he couldn't bring himself
to say goodbye. Judy just continued crying she didn't want to say
goodbye either. Nick was her dumb fox it was at this very moment she
realized that something was special about the fox and that he was the
reason why Zootopia had turned into the place that she dreamt about
as a kid. She owed him so much, but all she managed to do was cause
him pain. "Oh jeez you bunnies are so emotional." Nick pulled Judy in
for the tightest hug that he could muster and squeezed her tight as
if he was never going to let her go. Judy sobbed into his chest. It
wasn't fair that she had to choose between her life and her job,
sometimes being a hero wasn't all it was cracked up to be. Then she
felt little drops of water splash atop her head. She was confused she



looked up to see that tears had formed in Nick's eyes as well. She
couldn't take it anymore and pulled away from the hug and with firm
eyes stared into Nick's. He looked a little surprised, but seemed
ready for what she had to say.

"Nick, I promise you that once I come back I'll make this all right
again. We will still be the number 1 pair in Zootopia and still be
the best of friends. Then You, Finnick, Trout, Clawhauser and I are
all going to our favorite theater to see Gazelle's new movie that is
coming out you got that!" Nick had a confused expression on his face,
tears still in his eyes Judy continued. "Soâ€¦Soâ€¦ you aren't
allowed to cry for me and say that everything is alright. We are best
friends till the end you idiot. I won't ever forget you or stop
believing in you so you have to do the same for me while you take
care of Zootopia. Iâ€¦Iâ€¦" Judy couldn't finish as the tears finally
caught up to her she couldn't abandon Nick not here not now, why was
saving the day up to her. Through the tears she finished what she had
to say to make sure Nick knew this was real. "Nick, this is goodbye
for now okay." Upon her finishing Nick began howling with laughter
and sadness. Now it was Judy's turn to be confused.

"After all the things you just said, you're calling this a goodbye?"
Nick continued laugh crying while Judy thought Nick had finally lost
his mind, but she allowed him to continue with his craziness.

"Ha! That's hardly a goodbye! You said you're coming back right? You
said that we are going to believe in each other and do all those fun
things when you get back right? That's not a goodbye dumb rabbit,
it's more of a see you later kind of thing." Judy couldn't control
herself anymore re-entering the tight hug that Nick had initiated
earlier. Nick now had no more tears, but instead wore a huge smile.
"Yea Carrots, I'll see ya later okay your first carrot cake back is
on me and don't you forget it!"

"Oh Nick, I'll see you later you sly fox!" Nick's hugged tightened,
but Judy didn't mind.

"I'll miss you a lot you know" Nick said in a somber tone

"I'll miss you more" Judy retorted earning a chuckle out of
Nick.

The sun has set the day is done.

* * *

><p>Judy took a step into her new apartment in the meadowlands. It
was bigger than her usual one, but reeked of sweat and body odor.
Obviously the person previously living here didn't take good care of
it. There was a small bathroom that had a toilet, shower, and a sink
missing its knobs, greeeeaaat. The bedroom was the only room that was
cleaned it would seem and she was too drained to even look at the
kitchen and living room, but the smell definitely came from one of
those rooms. Judy plopped on the bed and began staring at the
ceiling. She had to find the Paws of the Sun and put an end to their
game once and for all. Tomorrow was a new day and she would ensure
the safety of animals all over Zootopia. Her first step was finding a
way into the organization, but she put that thought to rest for now.
She began to remember all the people she wouldn't be in contact with
for a while. Nick, Finnick, Clawhauser, Trout, gosh even Chief Bogo.



She couldn't get their goodbyes out of her head. Even Finnick gave
her a free pawpsicle in hopes she would find good luck in her new
home. Wait! She thought those weren't goodbyes! They were just see
you laters! She would make sure to pay Finnick for the pawpsicle once
she returned he had really grown on her. Yea that's it she would get
done with this case and simply see them later. As she kept saying
this in her head she drifted off to sleep where time and space had no
rule and Judy could be with her friends forever.<p>

**A/N: Thanks For Reading Everyone I hope you enjoyed this chapter as
well! The Next Chapter focuses mainly on Nick so look forward to
that! Again if you are enjoying this story Follow and Review what
I've done so far! And if you Really enjoyed it drop a favorite I
would feel very humbled. Also send me your Fanfics I'd love to read
and review them have a good week everyone**

End
file.


